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Teknel remains focused on its mission 

to provide each customer with a single 

source for systems, products and 

services resulting in solutions which 

are cost effective, quick to market and 

inherent in quality. The mission is also 

indeed to enlarge the capability of 

market penetration through strategic 

partnerships worldwide. Our Company’s 

Organization assures advanced skills 

thanks to its experience in the fields of 

Oil & Gas, Power, Defence, Aerospace 

and Air Traffic Control.

01. MISSION
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Teknel was born in 1973 through the vision of Eng. L. Arcangeli who started 

an Engineering and Manufacturing company of High-Tech equipment 

for satellite communications complying with both military and civil 

requirements.  Thus, the activities that led to today's mobile systems and 

Shelter technology had started. Teknel is located in Rome and is a known 

leader in the fields of Oil & Gas, Telecommunications, Mobile Defense & 

Aerospace Systems & Solutions and in the designing & manufacturing of 

Power Generators. Further development and continual new applications 

present challenges that exemplary engineering work has turned into 

practical products. Our manual skills and industrial capabilities are being 

continually optimized and adapted to new challenges.

02. HISTORY
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Teknel offers a complete line of Oil & Gas Control Cabins & Shelter Systems and Solutions including

a complete set of enclosures. The platforms are designed to allow the integration of electrical 

& electronic equipment and can be deployed on trucks or trailers. Complete modification services are 

available. Teknel Oil & Gas shelter solutions have been developed to endure extreme climatic conditions, 

providing an efficient and reliable shelter for men and equipment. Such systems are utilized by the biggest 

multinational companies who install them in very hostile environments such as deserts, ocean platforms and arctic plants.

OIL & GAS - POWER

DEFENCE

SPACE

ATC

POWER GENERATORS

Teknel offers a comprehensive MIL-STD product line including Ground Control Stations for UAV, 

Command and Control Shelter Systems, Logistic Shelters, Trailers and Power Generator Systems, 

Air Conditioning Systems and associated equipments.

Teknel offers a wide range of Aerospace Systems & Solutions, from Satellite Transport Containers 

to MGSE (Mechanical Ground Support Equipments) for Spacecraft Assembly, Integration & Test. 

All of Teknel's Aerospace systems and products underwent extensive and thorough test phases with 

documented evidence of their robustness and reliability.

Teknel specializes in Integrated Air Traffic Control (ATC) and ground-based solutions. We provide 

system design, integration, installation, training, maintenance services and turnkey solutions for 

civil and military aviation organizations worldwide.

Teknel has been a leader in the manufacturing of high-tech Power Generator Sets since 1973. 

Born with an aim to design and manufacture high-tech equipment, Teknel began operating in 

the field of satellite telecommunication systems, designing and manufacturing large satellite dishes 

focusing on civil and military telecommunications.

03. SYSTEMS
      AND SOLUTIONS

Teknel owes its leadership to a comprehensive Know How, an extensive Heritage and 

multiple Worldwide Strategic Partnerships. Teknel offers a “turn-key” solution, that 

includes conceptualization, business development, engineering, project management, 

manufacturing, test, and after sale support. The company's capabilities range from the 

support of basic product designs to full management of a prime contract. Teknel offers 

a full range of services to support mobile electronic systems. Its expertise allows us to 

provide rugged technical solutions, resulting in quality systems that work as intended and 

stand up to harsh conditions when deployed.
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• Teknel's Integrated Systems & Solutions comply with the 

following INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS:

> ASTM 1925-99

> STANAG 4370

> MIL STD 907

> MIL STD 285

> MIL STD 810

> AECTP 200

> MIL STD 1472

> MIL STD 889

> 6516 SHCPE 86 ACE

> 6516 SHCPE 88 ACE

> MIL STD 461 and 462

> AECTP 250 and 500Teknel is a Nato supplier - NCAGE A4444

Tests from indipendent
organizations guarantee
Teknel's advanced capabilities.

UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System

04. QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

1

Teknel's QMS (Quality Management System) aims to reduce and eventually eliminate 

non conformance to specifications, standards and customer expectations in the most 

cost effective and efficient manner. Teknel systems and solutions have been subjected 

to extensive test phases, both simulated and under real conditions, with documented 

evidence of their robustness and reliability.

    CERTIFICATION

The Company is certified according to:
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Project development operates towards a flexible

and cooperative approach to ensure high 

customization and effective technical solutions.

Teknel has developed a proprietary model used for the 

analytical reviewing of induced heat gains and losses 

associated with an enclosure. Such model determines 

heating and cooling loads for ground based electronic 

enclosures including trailers, shelters and vans.

Rating of durability, reliability, and survivability 

of systems in extreme harsh environments. 

Impact assessment of standard requirements on 

mechanical and electronic systems.

An item of equipment is of little value if it cannot be 

transported efficiently to where it is needed. On such 

basis Teknel carries out a transportability analysis 

(by land, sea and air means of transportation) in 

accordance with the requested design.

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

THERMAL ANALYSIS

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

TRANSPORTABILITY ANALYSIS

05.1 ENGINEERING

Teknel offers a full range of services to support mobile systems & solutions.Teknel's expertise 

provides robust technical solutions wich result in high quality systems that work as intended 

and stand up to harsh conditions when deployed. The company's capabilities range from 

the support of basic product designs to the full management of a prime contract. Teknel 

also maintains an extensive library and database of analyses, designs and documentation, 

all of which have been compiled in its 40 years of support associated with the deployment 

of sophisticated electronics. Teknel implements a value added approach towards customer 

support: a comprehensive technical data collection accompanies each product as it's being sold.

An extensive database is maintained and it includes specifications, test documentation, analyses,

white papers and computer models. We maintain various three dimensional finite element 

models (3D FEM) allowing us to analyze dynamic and static properties of mobile platforms.
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Sinergy, innovation
and source optimization.

During the planning phase Teknel produces a detailed 

digital model of the product and it can anticipate 

shape, behavior and costs, more quickly and 

efficiently by economic means than a real model. The 

master model allows to produce changes, develop the 

product and edit its design to make the result closest 

to the expectations and reduce the time-to-market.

Complex communication systems require carefully 

planned integration, in which the individual 

components are properly selected and functional 

within the overall system.

MODELLING

INTEGRATION

Each product undergoes thorough testing so to be free 

of defects and capable of performing to its highest 

standards for which it was designed. Teknel works 

with two partners , expert in high-tech testing ranging 

from survivability tests to environmental tests.

TESTING

Teknel provides a large database of successful 

projects. Such database is available to customers 

and is constantly updated with detailed project 

documentation regarding:

• Product Specifications • Acceptance Test Procedures 

• Analysis Packages • Drawing Packages • Aircraft 

Flight Certification Packages • Technical Manuals.

DOCUMENTATION

05.2 ENGINEERING

Teknel supports the Oil & Gas, Power, Electronics, Defence, Communications, and C³I 

community with services and tools to effectively assess durability, reliability and 

survivability of systems in extreme harsh environments. Our approach to understanding 

the impact of system requirements on the integrity and performance of mechanical and 

electronic systems allows for efficient and effective product development cycles. Our 

combined resources provide a detailed understanding of methods for structural, vibration 

and shock, blast, thermal, and acoustic analysis. We can perform these analyses for you, 

or transfer the methods and tools to your staff for their use. With each product, Teknel 

compiles detailed mechanical and electrical drawings to document the building phases 

of a system. These drawings include, but are not limited to design layouts, specification 

control, interface control and manufacturing drawings.
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06.1 OIL & GAS - POWER

Teknel offers a complete line of Oil & Gas Shelter Systems and Solutions including 

a complete set of enclosures. The platforms are designed to allow the integration of 

electrical & electronic equipment and can be deployed on a trailer or on trucks. Complete 

modification services are available. Teknel's Oil & Gas shelter systems & solutions are 

also customizable and air-transportable.

Our Oil & Gas shelter solutions have been developed to endure extreme climatic conditions, 

providing an efficient and reliable shelter for men and equipment. Such systems are utilized 

by the biggest multinational companies who install them in very hostile environments 

such as deserts, ocean platforms and arctic plants. Shelter certifications include GOST, 

GOSTK, ATEX, SOLAS and all shelters comply with international standards (ISO).

OIL & GAS SHELTER SOLUTIONS, AS AFOREMENTIONED, INCLUDE:

ARCTIC SHELTERS

ON-SHORE AND OFF-SHORE SHELTERS

PIPE-LINE, TLC, WEATHER AND ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
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Strong support for
hostile environments.

06.2 OIL & GAS - POWER

LOCAL EQUIPMENT ROOMS & CONTROL CABIN: Teknel, designs and supplies a wide range of integrated, LERs for hosting control system equipment, consoles, 

cabinets and HVAC. We also have the capability to interface a large array of third party equipment and control systems. Moreover, our self-supporting LER 

structures are manufactured with special considerations in regards to safety, hazardous area classifications, working environment, environmental conditions, 

and installation.

> ON-SHORE AND OFF-SHORE SHELTERS: in accordance with the strictest regulations from the main international organizations of maritime certifications (RINA-

DNv-lyOID-RmRS and equivalents), Teknel manufactures shelters for installation on off-shore platforms and naval use. Off-shore containers ensure long life and 

protection for the equipment installed within, even in the most critical environmental conditions, resisting even saline fog, ensuring optimal resistance against 

corrosion. On-shore shelters offer passive conditioning with phase shift materials for unmanned installations as well. Designed to ensure the maintenance 

of a certain temperature in environments with a wide temperature span, passive shelters can dissipate heat from a restricted area that is insulated from the 

outside, without using up additional energy. This takes place considering both the internal environmental conditions, which must be ensured, and the external 

environmental conditions to which the shelter is subject.

> ARCTIC SHELTERS: OEM, monitoring and control shelters (pipe-line, TLC, weather and environmental studies) and power systems for arctic environments, 

manned or unmanned. These are equipped with the most modern remote management systems, supplied with an automatic emergency system when required. 

Teknel’s shelters are the ideal solution for remote diagnostic applications, such as along oil and gas ducts. Made of aluminum alloy or composite materials, 

they are designed to ensure total insulation from the outer environment. For instance, our arctic shelters can guarantee the full-time operation of the internal 

equipment with external temperatures ranging from -45°C to +45°C, thanks to an environment conditioning system specifically designed to operate under 

extreme conditions. All integrated equipment and shelters are certified in accordance with GOST, GOSTK and all international standards.

 

> PIPE-LINE, TLC, WEATHER AND ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS: Teknel designs and integrates substations for the installation of medium and low-voltage 

switchboards and transformers. Substations are large cabin structures turned into areas for the installation of medium and low-voltage switchboards or house 

transformers or pumps. Substations can be used in both safe and hazardous areas, according to ATEX international standards and fire resistance requirements 

up to class REI 120. All shelters include optional fire fighting systems with detection of hazard gases, certified air circulation systems and safety systems such as 

certified automatic dampers. Teknel can supply large substations as single units, fully integrated and tested or modular control cabins, analysis cabins and power 

centers according to client specifications. Normally used in the oil and petrochemical sectors, for telemetry and control systems, MCC stations, analysis cabins 

or OEM applications, these can also be manufactured with fire resistance up to class A120, with SOLAS-certified doors. Cabin structures can be manufactured 

complete with systems, tested and certified also according to EMI-RFL regulations.
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07.1 DEFENCE

Teknel offers a comprehensive MIL-STD product line including Ground Control Stations 

for UAV, Command and Control Shelter Systems, Logistic Shelters, Trailers and Power 

Generator Systems, Air Conditioning Systems and associated equipments.

The UAV GCS shelter system is the ground control station used to operate multiple unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) over battlefield 

and operations areas and broadcast the valuable intelligence video collected. We developed the UAV Ground Control Station Shelter Systems as 

the core of the Falco, P-180 MPA & P.1HH unmanned aircraft systems. Today, its use is expanding to other UAS platforms, including the EAU 

Army’s extended range/multi-purpose (ER/MP) systems. Protected in a climate-controlled ISO-STD 20 to 45 ft. IAF shelter and mounted 

on a standard Army medium tactical vehicle, the ER/MP GCS receives and disseminates battlefield video and situational awareness 

data through state-of-the-art operator consoles. These consoles can be used for aircraft command and control, payload control and 

weapons launch.

Teknel's Mobile Command Posts are designed to suit both military and civilian purposes. Such Mobile Command Posts 

are custom built as per requirements. Mobile Command Posts grant the possibility of extending working space by 

offering a functional shelter as a facility for a technical room. This feature of Teknel's mobile command posts 

provides the possibility of a self-sustaining Operation Control Station. A modular structure of the Mobile 

Command Posts in also provided on demand. The exceptional features have increased the demand for 

mobile command posts world wide. Teknel is a specialized manufacturer of tactical communication 

shelters. These tactical communication shelters confine to modern system engineering standards 

and are the most innovative and reliable. These tactical communication shelters are usually 

built in standard sizes. Custom built tactical communication shelters are also provided. 

Teknel's tactical communication shelters are designed to be transported by any vehicle. 

The flexibility and superior quality of these tactical communication shelters has 

made Teknel a key player in the global market.

Teknel offers a wide range of Trailer Systems and portable Super Silent 

generators providing cost-effective energy solutions. The units 

are ideal for powering job sites, hospitals, factories, equipment 

shelters or other demanding applications. Containerized 

generators meet the largest demands. These units 

supplement your power needs whether they come 

from a utility substation, manufacturing plant 

or refinery.

UAV GCS

COMMAND & CONTROL AND TACTICAL COMMUNICATION SHELTER SYSTEMS

TRAILER & POWER GENERATOR SYSTEMS
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Military shelter systems
and advanced solutions.

07.2 DEFENCE

Teknel is specialized in design, assembly, integration and test of Military Systems and Solutions. With over 40 years of experience as a leader in Defence 

& Aerospace tactical shelter design and manufacture, Teknel is recognized worldwide for its efficient production of lightweight units. The company 

utilizes Italian know-how to manufacture a specialized line of transportable prefabricated Communications Shelters, Mobile Tactical Shelters, 

Telecommunications Shelters, Mobile Laboratories, Collapsible Cabins, Refrigerated & Power Container Systems. The company manufactures 

Communication Shelters in accordance with various American Military Specifications.

MODIFICATION & INTEGRATION: Teknel can meet any Modification or Integration requirement from simple Entry Panel through Power 

Distribution, Lighting, Air Conditioning, Equipment Racks, Power and Signal Cabling Racks and Onboard Power Generators. Teknel 

Communications Shelters and products incorporate any EMI, RFI protection and EMC compatibility requirements.

THE FOLLOWING ARE TEKNEL'S SHELTER SYSTEMS AS PER NATO STANDARDS:

NATO-I / NATO-II / NATO-III / ACE-I / ACE-II / ACE-III.

THE FOLLOWING ARE TEKNEL'S SHELTERS AS PER US SPECIFICATIONS:

ISO-STD 10 ft. / S-250 / S-280 / S-1497 / S-788 / ISO-STD 20-30-40-45 ft. One or Two-Sided Expandable Shelters.

AREAS OF DEPLOYMENT:

UAV Ground Control Stations > Transmitting and Receiving Stations > Air Defence Command Control Centers 

> Mobile Military Command Centers > Mobile Medical Units, Laboratories & Workshops > Radio and TV 

Link Stations > Air Traffic Control, ATC Centers &Disaster Relief Coordination Centers > Various mobile 

Housings and Enclosures for UAV & Missiles > Radar Systems > Missiles Systems.

TEKNEL'S KEY ADVANTAGES:

>  In house Design and Production > Modularity > Survivability > Low life cycle cost

> Maximum space and maximum payload without sacrificing mobility

> Increased RFI integrity throughout the lifecycle of the Shelter

> Full Qualification to US Military Standards & NATO Standards.
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Teknel is a recognized supplier of Mechanical and Electrical Ground Support Equipment (MGSE and EGSE). 

The outstanding experience gathered in these fields has contributed to the success on both the Institutional and the commercial market.

In the area of Mechanical Ground Support Equipment (MGSE) Teknel 

Organization has engineered and managed the complete system MGSE for International Satellites Programs. Teknel Organization 

has managed and supplied containers, trolleys, and various other MGSE elements to many national and commercial programs. 

The experience gathered in the support of satellite prime contractors is making Teknel a competitive partner for the provision 

of MGSE to space programs. Spacecraft Transport Container > Spacecraft Storage and Transport Containers

> Tilting Trolley > Tilting / Rotating and Integration trolley > Trolley > Horizontal & Vertical Rotating Dolly > Handling Dolly

> Transport Handling Adapters > Off-loading system for Very Low Friction SAW suspension system for Solar Array 

Deployment Test > Lifting device systems > Handling device systems > Test stands > Integration trolley. The 

experience gained by Teknel in its core field of activities gives us the capabilities to develop, manufacture, 

integrate and test all kinds of equipment requiring innovative ideas and fast turnaround. With a very 

high number of projects managed and performed to date by our Organizational Structure, Teknel 

has become an expert in the development, the provision and the operation of highly sensitive 

and delicate equipment, providing a very high level of satisfaction to its customers.

Pressurized and non-pressurized Transport and Storage Containers for 

road and air transportation and for long term storage of satellites 

and subsystems. Based on a large number of available designs, 

Teknel delivers Spacecraft Containers tailored to the specific 

requirements of customers worldwide. The containers provide 

a controlled environment for the spacecraft.

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

MECHANICAL GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

08.1 SPACE

Teknel is active in different fields of space activities. By the Engineering and Program 

Management Teknel can take part in Institutional and commercial projects. Its Activities are 

the design, manufacturing, integration and test of Spacecraft Transport Container, Satellite 

Storage and Transport Containers and Mechanical Ground Support Equipment (MGSE).

SPACECRAFT AND SATELLITE TRANSPORT AND STORAGE CONTAINER
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Skills and devices available
to space industry.

08.2 SPACE

FEATURES: compatibility with road, sea and aircraft transportation (Airbus Beluga, Antonov 124, Boeing 747) > Fulfillment of IATA requirements for air transport

> High passive thermal performance and self-powered active thermal control > N2-pressurization system with automatic control of internal overpressure, as 

well as emergency venting and breathing capability. Alternatively various types of free breathing containers have been designed and delivered > Support 

for various configurations (dry/wet) of the spacecraft and for different types of satellites via adequately adaptable, helicable damping systems > Clean 

room compatibility up to cc100, if so requested > Remotely controlled hydraulic opening of the lid > Extendable lid to cope with various spacecraft 

dimensions and to reduce transportation height for empty transport > Integrated and/or removable remote-controlled tilting unit for the 

spacecraft > Active environmental control of the inner atmosphere > Electronic shock recording during transport and storage.

 

The typical configuration of a spacecraft transport and storage container is a base frame, a thermally insulated tub and a removable 

lid with external thermal insulation. The top is a pressure vessel enclosure or a panel construction to provide the best load 

capability with minimum dimensions. The joint between the removable lid and container base is sealed by an inflatable seal. 

Quick release latches fix the lid to the base. Joints are bonded or welded to minimize sealing problems. For high mass 

satellites, carbon-and stainless steel is chosen. In any case the material for the interface to the spacecraft adapter 

is aluminum alloy. Aluminum alloy can be used as structural material if lightweight and non magnetic properties 

are of major importance. Environmental requirements are maintained by efficient passive thermal 

insulation, thermal control units with heating/cooling capability and air drying / filtering systems (for 

pressurized containers self-regulating nitrogen overpressure systems). For container autonomy a 

diesel generator is part of the environmental package. A helicable damping system attenuates 

shock and vibration. Instrumentation fitted comprises a monitoring system for recording 

of shock, pressure, temperature and humidity. In-facility mobility of the container is 

assisted by braked, swivel-lock castors, which can be retracted for transport.

 

THE TYPICAL QUALIFICATION PROCESS COMPRISES TESTS FOR:

Functional sequence > Gas tightness > Dynamic response (drop test, road 

test) > Thermal behavior > Water spray test > Electrical bonding test.
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09.1 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Teknel is a Leader in Integrated Air Traffic Control (ATC) and ground-based Navigation 

Aids Solutions. We provide system design, integration, installation, training, maintenance 

services and turnkey solutions for civil and military aviation organizations worldwide. 

Teknel designs and manufactures ATC facility shelters with workstations, living 

quarters, washrooms, mobile communication workshops and NavAids shelters.

Teknel designs to suit any technical needs in addition to those involving 

landscaping, indigenous considerations and aesthetic preferences.

NAVIGATION AIDS

ATC SYSTEM INTEGRATION

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER SYSTEMS (transportable and mobile configurations)

CUSTOM MOBILE SYSTEMS

ATC FACILITY SHELTERS AND WORKSTATIONS

DESIGN AND CONSULTING SERVICES

ENERGY SYSTEMS

WE PROVIDE TECHNICAL AND CONSULTING

SERVICES WITH EXPERTISE IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS: 
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Means and devices
for an efficient control.

09.2 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

> MOBILE TOWERS: our mobile tower systems have the proven ability to operate under extreme environmental conditions with high reliability and flexibility. 

We design, procure, integrate and install according to your requirements. Military airstrips / Tactical operations / Remote airstrips / Rapid deployment for 

emergencies / Temporary replacement for fixed ATC facilities / Natural disaster relief operations / Training exercises / Runway supervisory operations. 

> TRANSPORTABLE TOWERS: transportable Towers are a cost effective alternative to mobile and fixed ATC systems. Perfect for small airports, 

standby ATC facilities and training, the transportable cabin can be mounted on a modified ISO standard 20 ft. shelter. The system can be 

transported by road, flatbed truck, trailer, train or aircraft.

UPPER LEVEL INSULATED ATC CABIN TO HOUSE EQUIPMENT INCLUDING:

Controller consoles / Air conditioning units.

LOWER LEVEL INSULATED FACILITY SHELTER TO ACCOMMODATE STORAGE AND LIVING AREA INCLUDING:

Air-conditioning unit / Sleeping cots  / Electric toilet / (Additional accessories available).

> POWER SOLUTIONS: Teknel provides industrial grade power solutions for all your needs. Mains connections and 

substations / Permanent, standby and transportable power generation solutions / Uninterruptible Power 

Supplies (UPS) / Batteries and chargers / Solar systems / Communications backup systems  / Remote 

control and monitoring.

The quality and durability of Teknel's systems speak for themselves. We carry out all Engineering, 

design, manufacturing, logistic and service activities in accordance with ISO standards. We 

perform source, quality and in-process mechanical and electronic inspection for any 

vendor and sub-contracted equipment. After-sales support activities include the 

provision of spare parts and documentation, factory and on-site training, as well 

as long-term maintenance and technical support. Teknel's field teams are 

experienced in installing and commissioning systems all over the world.
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10.1 POWER GENERATORS

Teknel has been a leader in the manufacturing of high-tech Power Generator Sets 

since 1973. Born with an aim to design and manufacture high-tech equipment, Teknel 

began operating in the field of satellite telecommunication systems, designing and 

manufacturing large satellite dishes focusing on civil and military telecommunications.

Over the years the department has enhanced the production of integrated energy systems and 

generators for telecommunications, civil, military and industrial applications. Up to now, Teknel 

offers an integrated turnkey or full-leasing of its products, including installation and rental 

formulas ranging from sales to rental assistance 24 hours a day and total management 

of the energetic provision service.

The features of this company are therefore beyond a simple production, 

allowing customers to take advantage of a structure that provides 

the sale and management of energy systems, both economic and 

technical, to the provision of services (maintenance and rental), 

ensuring high reliability of all its products over the years.
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Leader in the manufacturing
of high-tech Power Generator Sets.

10.2 POWER GENERATORS

> POWER GENERATORS:

Ranging from 10 kVA to 3000 kVA, available in open, sheltered and soundproof configurations according to the needs of the customer. 

Our manufacturing facility is capable of providing the following activities:

IN-HOUSE COMPONENT MANUFACTURING / HIGH QUALITY CONTROL OF MANUFACTURED PARTS / ASSEMBLY / INTERNAL TESTING WITH 

A CLIMATIC CHAMBER SIMULATING TEMPERATURES FROM -46° C TO +60° C / AFTER-SALES SERVICE 24 HOURS A DAY / RENTING / 

MANAGEMENT OF RECOVERED MATERIALS IN COMPLIANCE WITH CURRENT LAWS.

Specifically, where the use of the group is bound to low noise values, Teknel has designed, developed and implemented super-

soundproof systems guaranteeing 52 dB (A) at 7 meters which no other company on the market can provide for similar 

equipment. The technical structure for the maintenance and rental of generators consists of highly qualified personnel in 

electro mechanics. For over 20 years our employees performed maintenance and repair of generators worldwide, on 

behalf of the largest telecommunications companies.

Power Generating units may be employed for two types of main services:

> Continuous supply power generating units: they are utilized for electric energy production where the

public electric power lines are inexistent or where the user has decided to directly produce electric 

power necessary for its own needs and to harness the heat produced by the power plant;

> Emergency Power Generating units: utilized to intervene in meeting casual power

supply interruptions that may occur through distribution power lines and when such

interruptions may cause severe inconveniences for people or materials and financial 

damages (hospitals, continuous cycle industrial plants, etc.).

Depending on either of these outlines, the power generating unit can 

embody multiple configurations especially regarding operational 

features of the command and control main board and, secondarily, 

it's automation.

Wattage rating is a key property of a power generating 

unit which helps in choosing the correct product 

during evaluation: it's expressed in kVA and 

the relative numerical value reported on 

the plate represents the maximum 

wattage rating that the equipment 

may supply at specified 

environmental conditions.
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Installations

and main Customers

all over the World.

States of installation areas and customers' localization

ITA

Selex ES

Italian MoD

Finmeccanica Group

Thales Group

Vitrociset

Orbit Communications

Nato Nspa

Esa - OHB Page Europa

AAI Textron Corp.

General Dynamics

Esa

ISS Reshetnev

Orbit Comm. - Gazprom

Italy
Portugal

USA

United States

Republic of Kiribati

Turkey

Russian Federation

Israel

11. REFERENCES

• AAI – TEXTRON CORP.
• ASTRIUM
• ELT ELETTRONICA
• FINMECCANICA GROUP
• GENERAL DYNAMICS
• IDC
• ISS RESHETNEV
• ITALIAN MoD
• LEONARDO
• NATO NSPA
• NASCO
• OHB SYSTEMS
• ORBIT
• PAGE EUROPA
• PORTUGUESE MoD
• RHEINMETALL
• SANG
• SELEX ES
• THALES GROUP
• VITROCISET 

DEFENCE, SPACE & ATC

• ABB
• ANSALDO
• EMI-FRANCE
• NIDEC ASI
• ENEL
• ENI
• ERICSSON
• EXXON MOBIL
• H3G
• RENCO
• SAIPEM
• SIEMENS
• SOLAR TURBINES
• TELECOM
• TERNA 

OIL, GAS & POWER 

MAIN CUSTOMERS

Libya

United Nations (UN)

Congo

Saudi Arabia

Selex ES

EMI Industies - AGOCO 

KIR

COG

LBY

PRT
ITA

TUR

SAU

RUS

ISR

ISR

KIR

PRT

RUS

TUR

USA

COG SAU

LBYSelex ES - Finmeccanica JOR

Selex ES - FinmeccanicaPAK EMI Industries - THYNA Petroleum ServicesFRA

France

FRA

Jordan
JOR

Pakistan
PAK
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R&D, Engineering, Operations, Test and Quality 

for Oil & Gas, Defence, Space and ATC Solutions.

HEADQUARTERS & OPERATIONS SITE - ROMA

Via di Cervara 124 - 132

00155 - Roma - Italy

Ph. +39 06 22 95 005

Fax +39 06 22 79 65 02

info@teknel.eu

www.teknel.eu

CONTACTS
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